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ABSTRACT
In this report we deflne randomized flltered experiments with an abstract parameter space consisting not only
parameters of interest but also nuisance parameters. The generalized Hellinger process, introduced in [1] to
characterize the experiment, is shown to decompose in two components associated separately with the set of
parameters of interest and with the set of nuisance parameters. Explicit expressions are presented for these
characteristics in the case of general semimartingale observations and in the case of multivariate counting processes.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classiflcation: 60G07, 60H30, 62B15.
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1 Introduction
This report is a follow-up of the seminal paper [1] where the dynamics of the flltered statistical
experiments has been characterized by so-called Hellinger processes indexed by a priori proba-
bility distributions on an abstract parametric space. The study has been set forth in the recent
reports [2] and [3] from the difierent, information-theoretical point of view, while the present note
focuses exclusively on one particular aspect arisen in the situation in which the parametric space
consists of two disjoint subsets consisting of parameters of interest and of nuisance parameters.
This setup is quite common in statistical literature. We will show how the Hellinger process
decomposes in two components associated separately with the set of parameters of interest and
with the set of nuisance parameters, see theorem 4.1 and corollary 4.2.
The study of Hellinger integrals and Hellinger processes started in the series of papers [9],
[10] and [11]. This theory took a complete form in the book [8] where the notions of Hellinger
integrals and Hellinger processes were fully exploited. The focus in these early works was on
binary experiments. In the consequent papers [6] and [7] some of the results were generalized
to a flltered experiment with a flnite number of probability measures; cf. also [4] where some
additional aspects of the latter experiment are discussed. As was already pointed out, these
results were extended to an arbitrary parameter space in [1] and in the reports [2] and [3]. After
the introduction, we reproduce some necessary information from these papers, with further
references for more details. The present speciflcation of the parameter space £ with parameters
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of interest and nuisance parameters occurs in section 2.3 where some useful formulas are gathered
concerning the arithmetic and geometric means in this new situation. In section 3 the conditional
Hellinger process is deflned completely in parallel to its unconditional counterpart originated in
[1]. Section 4 is devoted to main results of this report, theorem 4.1 and corollary 4.2 mentioned
above. In section 5 applications are discussed. It is assumed in section 5.1 that the observed
process is a certain semimartingale and all representations are given in terms of the associated
triplet of predictable characteristics. In the concluding section 5.2 observations are specifled to
come from a multivariate counting process.
2 Randomized experiments
2.1 Basic conditions
We consider a statistical experiment (›;F ;P), where P = fPµ; µ 2 £g is a certain parametric
family of probability measures deflned on a measurable space (›;F) with a set of elementary
events › and a ¾-fleld F . We suppose that each member of the family P is equivalent to a
certain probability measure Q, i.e.
fPµ; µ 2 £g » Q (2.1)
and for each flxed µ 2 £ we denote by pµ the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pµ with respect to
Q:
pµ =
dPµ
dQ
: (2.2)
So, for each µ 2 £ and B 2 F
Pµ(B) =
Z
B
pµ(!)Q(d!) = EQf1Bpµg: (2.3)
Here and elsewhere below we use the expectation sign E indexed by a probability measure.
On the set of parameter values £ deflne a ¾-fleld A and consider a probability space
(£;A; fi) where fi is a certain probability measure. In this way a statistical parameter # is
viewed as a random variable (on a possibly difierent probability space) with values in (£;A).
The probability measure fi determines the distribution of #.
Observe that in the present setup the probability measure Pµ deflned for each µ 2 £ by
(2.3) (and satisfying Pµ(›) = 1), may be viewed as a regular conditional probability measure,
under the condition that the statistical parameter # takes on the particular value µ.
Along with condition (2.1), it is required in paper [1] that the Kullback-Leibler information
in Pµ given Q deflned as usual by I(PµjQ) = EQ logfdQ=dPµg = ¡EQ log pµ; is integrable with
respect to fi(dµ) and that the average information satisfles the condition
0 < EfiI(P#jQ) <1: (2.4)
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2.2 Density processes
Let the measurable space (›;F) be equipped with a flltration F = fFtgt‚0, an increasing and
right continuous °ow of sub-¾-flelds of F , so that Wt‚0Ft = F1 = F . Assume that the flltered
probability space (›;F ; F = fFtgt‚0; Q) is a stochastic basis: F is Q-complete and each Ft
contains the Q-null sets of F . We also assume for simplicity that F0 = f;;›g Q-a.s. The
flltered probability space (›;F ; F;P; Q) so deflned, with P = fPµ; µ 2 £g as in section 2.1, is
called a flltered statistical experiment.
Consider now the optional projections of the probability measures Q and Pµ with respect
to F , and use the same symbols for resulting optional valued processes: for a F -stopping time
T both QT and Pµ;T are then the restrictions of the measures Q and Pµ to the sub-¾-fleld FT .
Since Pµ;T is equivalent to QT for each µ 2 £, we can deflne the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
zT (Pµ;Q) =
dPµ;T
dQT
= EQfpµjFT g
with pµ as in (2.2). Thus according to [8, Section III.3], for each flxed µ 2 £ there is a unique
(up to Q-indistinguishability) process z(Pµ;Q) called the density process so that zt(Pµ;Q) =
dPµ;t=dQt for all t ‚ 0. For each µ 2 £, this density process is in fact a (Q;F )-uniformly
integrable martingale with EQfzt(Pµ;Q)g = 1 for all t 2 [0;1]. See [8, Proposition III.3.5] for
more details on this and the following two Q-a.s. boundedness properties: inf
t
zt(Pµ;Q) > 0 and
sup
t
zt(Pµ;Q) <1.
2.3 Parameters of interest and nuisance parameters
As was already mentioned in the introduction, it will be assumed throughout that the parameter
space £ is the union of two disjoint sets ¥ and ¤, i.e. £ = ¥[¤, and that the random parameter
# consist of two components # = (»; ·). The flrst component », taking on the values from ¥,
will be interpreted as a parameter of interest and the second component ·, taking on the values
from ¤, as a nuisance parameter. Moreover, the prior distribution fi is assumed to be deflned
on the parameter space £ in the following special manner: for any set A [ B 2 £ with A 2 ¥
and B 2 ¤
fi(A [B) =
Z
B
´y(A)À(dy)
where À is the marginal prior distribution of the nuisance parameter · (the restriction of the prior
fi to the subspace ¤), while ´y is the conditional prior distribution of the parameter of interest
» under the condition that the nuisance parameter · takes on a particular value · = y 2 ¤.
Let X be a certain function deflned on the parametric space £ possessing all moments
required below. In [1] the arithmetic and geometric means with respect to the prior fi have been
deflned as follows:
afi(X) = EfiX(#) =
Z
£
X(µ)fi(dµ) and gfi(X) = eEfi logX(#) = e
R
£ logX(µ)fi(dµ)
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(the latter case is restricted exclusively to positive X’s) which in the present case means that
afi(X) = EÀ E´·X(»; ·) =
Z
¤
À(dx)
Z
¥
X(x; y)´y(dx) (2.5)
and
gfi(X) = eEÀ E´· logX(»;·) = e
R
¤ À(dx)
R
¥ logX(x;y)´y(dx) (2.6)
where E´· denotes the conditional expectation with respect to ´·. Moreover, the conditional
arithmetic and geometric means may be deflned in the similar manner by
a´·(X(¢; ·)) = E´·X(»; ·) =
Z
¥
X(x; ·)´·(dx)
and
g´·(X(¢; ·)) = eE´· logX(»;·) = e
R
¥ logX(x;·)´·(dx): (2.7)
This allows us to rewrite (2.5) and (2.6) in the compact way:
afi(X) = aÀ(a´:(X)); gfi(X) = gÀ(g´:(X)): (2.8)
Further on we will need the same notations as in [1]:
vfi(X) = afi(X2)¡ afi(X)2; `fi(X) = afi(X)¡ gfi(X) (2.9)
and
v´·(X(¢; ·))=a´·(X(¢; ·)2)¡a´·(X(¢; ·))2; `´·(X(¢; ·))=a´·(X(¢; ·))¡g´·(X(¢; ·)): (2.10)
With these notations at hand one can easily verify that
vfi(X) = aÀ(v´:(X)) + vÀ(a´:(X)); `fi(X) = aÀ(`´:(X)) + `À(g´:(X)): (2.11)
3 Geometric mean measures and processes
3.1 Multiplicative decomposition
In the present section we shall shortly review the part of the general theory concerning the
so-called geometric mean process and its decompositions. For the details and proofs we refer to
[1] and [2]. Consider again the parametric family of probability measures P = fPµ; µ 2 £g and
assume the conditions (2.1) and (2.4). Associate with the parametric family of density processes
fz(Pµ;Q); Pµ 2 Pg a new process by taking the geometric mean
gfi(P;Q) = eEfi log z(P#;Q) = e
R
£ log z(Pµ;Q)fi(dµ):
The process gfi(P;Q), called the geometric mean process, is a (Q;F )-supermartingale of class
(D) with g0(P;Q) = 1 (see [1, Proposition 4.1] for this and the following two Q-a.s. boundedness
properties: inf
t
gfit (P;Q) > 0 and sup
t
gfit (P;Q) <1). Therefore, the Doob-Meyer decomposition
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of the geometric mean process is available and there exists a (unique up to Q-indistinguish-
ability) predictable flnite-valued increasing process hfi(P) starting from the origin hfi0 (P) = 0,
so that the sum gfi(P;Q) + gfi¡(P;Q) ¢ hfi(P) is a (Q;F )-uniformly integrable martingale. Note
that the process hfi(P), called the Hellinger process of order fi, is associated with the family of
probability measures P = fPµ; µ 2 £g independently of the choice of the dominating measure
Q.
Since the geometric mean process is non-negative, one can turn this into the multiplicative
decomposition by applying the usual device as described e.g. in [12, Theorem 2.5.1]. This
leads us to the conclusion of [2, Theorem 5.13] that the ratio gfi(P;Q)=Ef¡hfi(P)g is a local
(Q;F )-martingale, cf. also [1, Section 5.2] (here and elsewhere below E means the Dol¶eans-Dade
exponential). But we need more. We need additional conditions under which this ratio becomes
a (Q;F )-martingale. For discussion on su–cient conditions we refer to [2] and [3], for we prefer
here to avoid details and to just assume throughout that the ratio gfi(P;Q)=Ef¡hfi(P)g is a
(Q;F )-martingale. Then we can deflne on the space (›;F) yet another probability measure Gfi,
the so-called geometric mean measure so that the following multiplicative decomposition holds:
gfi(P;Q) = z(Gfi;Q) Ef¡hfi(P)g (3.1)
with the martingale part that is the density process z(Gfi;Q) of the geometric mean measure
Gfi with respect to the dominating measure Q.
3.2 Conditional Hellinger process
Let us flx a particular value of the nuisance parameter ·, say · = y 2 ¤, and consider the
subfamily of probability measures Py = fPx;y; x 2 ¥g. The second identity in (2.8) involves
the conditional geometric mean process deflned by (2.7). Let us apply this deflnition to the
subfamily of density processes fz(Px;y;Q); x 2 ¥g. For each flxed · = y 2 ¤ we get the
conditional geometric mean process deflned by
g´y(Py;Q) = eE´y log z(P»;y;Q) = e
R
¥ log z(Px;y;Q)´y(dx):
For every y 2 ¤ these processes are again (Q;F )-supermartingales of class (D) with g´y0 (Py;Q) =
1, so the results parallel to that of the previous section are available. In particular, there
exists a (unique up to Q-indistinguishability) predictable flnite-valued increasing process h´y(Py)
starting from the origin h´y0 (Py) = 0, so that the ratio g´y(Py;Q)=Ef¡h´y(Py)g is a local (Q;F )-
martingale. Like in the unconditional case, process h´y(Py) is called the conditional Hellinger
process of order ´y, given · = y 2 ¤. It is associated with the family of probability measures
Py = fPx;y; x 2 ¥g independently of the choice of the dominating measure Q. Assume again
that the aforementioned ratio is a (Q;F )-martingale and along with (3.1) get for each y 2 ¤
the multiplicative decomposition
g´y(Py;Q) = z(G´y ;Q) Ef¡h´y(Py)g (3.2)
where the martingale part z(G´y ;Q) is the density process of the conditional geometric measure
G´y with respect to the dominating measure Q.
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4 Relationship between the Hellinger processes
Consider the family of probability measures G = fG´y ; y 2 ¤g that are conditional geometric
mean measures. With the family of density processes fz(G´y ;Q); y 2 ¤g we associate in the
usual way the geometric mean process
gÀ(G;Q) = eEÀ log z(G´· ;Q) = e
R
¤ log z(G´y ;Q)À(dy):
This geometric mean process possesses the following properties:
Theorem 4.1. Along with the basic conditions (2.1) end (2.4), assume that all geometric mean
measures are probability measures. Then
(i) The geometric mean process gÀ(G;Q) is a (Q;F )-supermartingale of class (D) with
gÀ0 (G;Q) = 1 and with the following Q-a.s. boundedness properties: inft g
À
t (G;Q) > 0 and
sup
t
gÀt (G;Q) <1.
(ii) There exists a (unique up to Q-indistinguishability) predictable flnite-valued increasing pro-
cess hÀ(G) starting from the origin hÀ0(G) = 0, so that gÀ(G;Q)+gÀ¡(G;Q)¢hÀ(G) is a uniformly
integrable (Q;F )-martingale. The process hÀ(G), called the Hellinger process of order À, is as-
sociated with the family of probability measures G = fG´y ; y 2 ¤g independently of the choice
of the dominating measure Q.
(iii) The Hellinger process hÀ(G) of order À is related to the original Hellinger process hfi(P)
and to the conditional Hellinger process h´·(P·) by the following relations:
hfi(P)c =hÀ(G)c + EÀh´·(P·)c
log(1¡¢hfi(P)) = log(1¡¢hÀ(G)) + EÀ log(1¡¢h´·(P·)):
(iv) The geometric mean process gÀ(G;Q) has the following multiplicative decomposition:
gÀ(G;Q) = z(Gfi;Q) Ef¡hÀ(G)g:
Proof. The poof of assertion (i) follows arguments used in the course of proving [1, Proposition
4.1]. The existence and uniqueness of the Hellinger process of order À, as well as the Doob-Mayer
decomposition asserted in (ii), will become evident from the forthcoming considerations. The
notion deflned in [1, Lemma 4.3] of independence of the choice of the dominating measure, does
easily extend to the present Hellinger process of order À. Let us focus now on the remainning
assertions (iii) and (iv).
Take gÀ from both sides in (3.2). Apply to the left hand side the second identity in (2.8)
to get gfi(P;Q). On the right hand side take into consideration the obvious property that the
geometric mean of a product is the product of geometric means. This results in
gfi(P;Q) = gÀ(G;Q) gÀ(Ef¡h´:(P:)g):
By (3.1) we have
gÀ(G;Q) = z(Gfi;Q) Ef¡hfi(P)g gÀ(Ef(1¡¢h´:(P:)) ¢ h´:(P:)g); (4.1)
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since it follows from [2, Remark 5.5] that gÀ(Ef¡h´:(P:)g) gÀ(Ef(1 ¡ ¢h´:(P:)) ¢ h´:(P:)g) =
1: Compare (4.1) with the multiplicative decomposition in assertion (iv). We see that the
martingale parts on the right hand side coincide. It remains therefore to prove that the relations
in assertion (iii) are equivalent to Ef¡hÀ(G)g = Ef¡hfi(P)g gÀ(Ef(1 ¡ ¢h´:(P:)) ¢ h´:(P:)g)
which in turn is equivalent to Ef¡hfi(P)g = Ef¡hÀ(G)g gÀ(Ef¡h´:(P:)g): Let us now apply [2,
Proposition 5.8]. We get gÀ(Ef¡h´:(P:)g) = Ef¡aÀ(h´:(P:))¡
P
s•¢
`Às (1¡¢h´:(P:))g: Hence by
the well-known formula for the product of two stochastic exponentials and by elementary algebra
taking into consideration ` = a¡ g, it is easily seen that
Ef¡hfi(P)g =Ef¡hÀ(G)g Ef¡aÀ(h´:(P:))¡
X
s•¢
`Às (1¡¢h´:(P:))g
=Ef¡hÀ(G)¡ aÀ(h´:(P:)c)¡
X
s•¢
(1¡¢hÀs (G))(1¡ gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:))g
which implies hfi(P)=hÀ(G)c+aÀ(h´:(P:)c)+
P
s•¢
f1¡(1¡¢hÀs (G))gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:))g: This is indeed
equivalent to the identities in assertion (iii). The case of continuous parts is clear. Take jumps
from both sides of the latter display to get the identity 1¡¢hfi(P)=(1¡¢hÀs (G)) gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:));
equivalent to the second of identities in assertion (iii).
It has been shown in the course of the proof that the following corollary holds:
Corollary 4.2. Under the conditions of theorem 4.1
hfi(P)=hÀ(G)+aÀ(h´:(P:))¡
X
s•¢
faÀs (¢h´:(P:))¡(1¡¢hÀs (G))(1¡gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:)))g: (4.2)
5 Applications
5.1 Semimartingale observations
Throughout we well use common notions and facts of the general theory of stochastic processes as
developed e.g. in [5], [8] or [12]. To describe, for instance, the discontinuous parts of processes in
question, we associate with the jumps of a cµadlµag process X an integer-valued random measure
„X deflned on R+£E precisely following this theory, where R+ is the domain of the time
component and E that of the space component (the range of the jumps of X), usually taken
to be R n f0g. The same is applied to the notion of the compensator of the random measure
„X with respect to a underlying measure. When this measure is the dominating measure Q, it
is denoted as usual by ”. The latter occurs already in the next display, together with ”(µ) the
compensator with respect to the measure Pµ; µ 2 £. We will also deal with the compensators
”Gfi and ”G´y with respect to the geometric mean measures Gfi and G´y , respectively.
Suppose that we observe a semi-martingale X deflned on (›;F ; F;Q), i.e. a (Q;F )-
semimartingale, with the triplet of predictable characteristics T = (B;C; ”). This and all the
triplets considered in the present paper are related to a flxed truncation function ~ : R ! R,
a bounded function with a compact support so that ~(x) = x in a vicinity of the origin. By
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the Girsanov theorem for semimartingales (see [8, Theorem III.3.24] or [12, Theorem IV.5.3])
X is also a (Pµ; F )-semimartingale for each µ 2 £. Denote by T (µ) = (B(µ); C(µ); ”(µ)) the
corresponding triplet of predictable characteristics. It is related to the triplet T as follows:
8<
:
B(µ) = B + fl(µ) ¢ C + (Y (µ)¡ 1) ~ ¢ ”
C(µ) = C
”(µ) = Y (µ) ¢ ”
(5.1)
with certain processes fl(µ) = fl(µ;Q) and Y (µ) = Y (µ;Q) so that jfl(µ)j2 ¢Ct <1 and (Y (µ)¡
1) ~ ¢ ”t < 1 Q-a.s. for all t ‚ 0. In [12, Lemma IV.5.6] one can flnd the relationship of these
processes to the density process z(Pµ;Q).
Assume (2.1) and (2.4). For each µ 2 £ let m(Pµ;Q) be a (Q;F )-local martingale given by
m(Pµ;Q) = z¡(Pµ;Q)¡1 ¢ z(Pµ;Q) (5.2)
so that the density process is represented as the Dol¶eans-Dade exponential z(Pµ;Q) =
E(m(Pµ;Q)) of this martingale. Upon further speciflcation of the randomized experiment in
question, one can assign to the (Q;F )-local martingale (5.2) explicit form in terms of the triplet
of predictable characteristics T = (B;C; ”) of the observed (Q;F )-semimartingale X. In addi-
tion to (2.1) and (2.4), assume that all (Q;F )-local martingales have the representation property
relative to X. Then for each flxed µ 2 £ the (Q;F )-local martingale (5.2) gets the form
m(Pµ;Q) = fl(µ) ¢Xc + fY (µ)¡ 1 + Y^ (µ)¡ 1^
1¡ 1^ g ⁄ („
X ¡ ”) (5.3)
where fl(µ) = fl(µ;Q) and Y (µ) = Y (µ;Q) are the same as (5.1). According to the usual ’hat’
notation the processes 1^ = 1^(Q) and Y^ (µ) = Y^ (µ;Q) are associated with the third characteristics
” and ”(µ) so that
1^t(!) = ”(!; ftg £ E) and Y^t(!; µ) =
Z
E
Yt(!; µ; x)”(!; ftg; dx) = ”(!; µ; ftg £ E);
with usually E = R n f0g, as was noted at the beginning of this section.
Under the additional assumption { the representation property (5.3) { theorem 3.6 from [3]
is applicable and we have the following explicit representation for the Hellinger process hfi(P)
of order fi: in terms of the triplet of predictable characteristics
hfi(P) =
1
2
vfi(fl) ¢ C + `fi(Y ) ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
`fis (1¡ Y^ ) (5.4)
where the notations (2.9) are used.
According to [3, Theorem 3.11], the geometric mean measure Gfi of order fi prescribes to
the observations the triplet of predictable characteristics TGfi = (BGfi ; CGfi ; ”Gfi) given by
8<
:
BGfi = afi(B) + (Y Gfi ¡ afi(Y ))~ ¢ ”
CGfi = C
”Gfi = Y Gfi ¢ ”
(5.5)
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with
Y Gfi
:=
gfi(Y )
1¡¢hfi(P) =
gfi(Y )
g^fi(Y ) + gfi(1¡ Y^ ) ;
see [3, formula (3.23)] for the identity
1¡¢hfi(P) = g^fi(Y ) + gfi(1¡ Y^ ): (5.6)
The expression similar to (5.4) is available for the conditional Hellinger process h´y(Py) of
order ´y in terms of the conditional variance process and conditional difierence process: with
the notations (2.10) we have
h´y(Py) =
1
2
v´y(fl(¢; y)) ¢ C + `´y(Y (¢; y)) ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
`´ys (1¡ Y^ (¢; y)): (5.7)
Similarly to (5.5), the conditional geometric mean measure G´y of order ´y prescribes to
the observations the triplet of predictable characteristics TG´y = (BG´y ; CG´y ; ”G´y ) given by
8<
:
BG´y = a´y(B(¢; y)) + (Y y ¡ a´y(Y (¢; y)))~ ¢ ”
CG´y = C
”G´y = Y G´y ¢ ”
(5.8)
with
Y G´y =
g´y(Y (¢; y))
1¡¢h´y(Py) =
g´y(Y (¢; y))
g^´y(Y (¢; y)) + g´y(1¡ Y^ (¢; y)) : (5.9)
In the latter equality the same device is used as above for calculating jumps of Hellinger processes
according to which the jump of process (5.7) satisfles
1¡¢h´y(Py) = g^´y(Y (¢; y)) + g´y(1¡ Y^ (¢; y)): (5.10)
From (5.9) it follows that
1¡ Y^ G´: = g
´:(1¡ Y^ )
1¡¢h´:(P:) : (5.11)
The considerations leading us to the expressions (5.7) and (2.10) for the Hellinger process
hfi(P) of order fi and for the conditional Hellinger process h´y(Py) of order ´y, given y 2 ¤, allows
us to assert that also the Hellinger process hÀ(G) of order À, introduced in 4.1, is expressible in
terms of the prior moments of the local characteristics fl and Y as follows:
hÀ(G) =
1
2
vÀ(a´:(fl)) ¢ C + `À(Y G´: ) ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
`Às (1¡ Y^ G´: )
where Y G´: is deflned by (5.9) and 1 ¡ Y^ G´: by (5.11). Obviously, the asserted expression for
hÀ(G) may also be written as
hÀ(G) =
1
2
vÀ(a´:(fl)) ¢ C + `À
‡
g´:(Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
¢ ” +
X
s•¢
`Às
‡
g´: (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´: (P:)
·
(5.12)
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so that
1¡¢hÀ(G) = g^À
‡
g´:(Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
+ gÀ
‡
g´: (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´:
·
: (5.13)
We are now going to verify that the Hellinger processes (5.4), (5.7) and (5.12) satisfy the
relationship (4.2) which will imply that our assertion (5.12) indeed holds true. Note flrst that
by the identities (2.11)
hfi(P)¡ EÀh´y(Py) = 12v
À(a´:(fl)) ¢ C + `À (g´:(Y )) ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
`Às (g
´:) :
Therefore it su–ces to examine the difierence
f`À
‡
g´: (Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
¡`À (g´:(Y ))g ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
f`Às
‡
g´:(1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´:
·
¡`Às (g´:(1¡ Y^ ))g
and to show that flrstly
faÀ
‡
g´:(Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
¡ aÀ (g´:(Y ))g ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
faÀs (g
´: (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´: )¡ aÀs (g´:(1¡ Y^ ))g
=
X
s•¢
aÀs
‡
¢h´: g^´y (Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
+
X
s•¢
aÀs
‡
¢h´:g´y (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´:
·
=
X
s•¢
aÀs (¢h
´:)
and secondly
fgÀ
‡
g´: (Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
¡gÀ (g´:(Y ))g ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
fgÀs (g
´: (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´: )¡gÀs (g´:(1¡Y^ ))g
=gÀ
‡
g´: (Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
(1¡gÀ(1¡¢h´:)) ¢ ” +
X
s•¢
gÀs
‡
g´: (1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´:
·
(1¡gÀs (1¡¢h´:))
=
X
s•¢
(g^Às
‡
g´:(Y )
1¡¢h´:
·
+ gÀs
‡
g´:(1¡Y^ )
1¡¢h´:
·
)(1¡ gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:)))
=
X
s•¢
(1¡¢hÀs (G))(1¡ gÀs (1¡¢h´:(P:)))
Both of these equations are obtained by repeatedly evoking the formulas for jumps of Hellinger
processes, namely (5.6), (5.10) and (5.13).
5.2 Point processes
The setup in the present section is the same as in [3, Section 5.2]. Suppose that observed is a
d-dimensional counting process (N1; : : : ; Nd). Under the probability measure Pµ for µ 2 £ the
cumulative intensity of the ith component N i is ⁄i(µ) and under the measure Q it is Ai. Both are
positive increasing processes so that the densities d⁄i(µ)=dAi = Y i(µ) exist for all i = 1; : : : ; d
and µ 2 £. The expression for the corresponding density process is well-known:
z(Pµ;Q) = e¡⁄(µ)
c+Ac
Y
s•¢
µ
1¡¢⁄s(µ)
1¡¢As
¶1¡¢Ns dY
i=1
Y is (µ)
¢N is
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with N = N1+¢ ¢ ¢+Nd, ⁄ = ⁄1+¢ ¢ ¢+⁄d and A = A1+¢ ¢ ¢+Ad. Since ⁄(µ) = R ¢0 Pdi=1 Y i(µ)dAi,
we have ¢⁄(µ) =
Pd
i=1 Y
i(µ)¢Ai. Assume in addition the following moment condition
Efi log
Y is (#)
1¡¢⁄s(#) > ¡1
for all s > 0 and all densities Y i(µ); i = 1; : : : ; d. Then the Hellinger process of order fi is given
by
hfi(P) =
Z ¢
0
dX
i=1
`fis (Y
i)dAis +
X
s•¢
`fis (1¡¢⁄) (5.14)
so that 1¡¢hfi(P) = Pdi=1 gfi(Y i¢Ai) + gfi(1¡¢⁄). According to (5.5), the geometric mean
measure Gfi (that is again supposed to be a probability measure) assigns to the component N i
the intensity density with respect to the same Ai given by
Y iGfi = g
fi(Y i)
dP
i=1
gfi(Y i¢Ai)+gfi(1¡¢⁄)
:
Therefore the density process of the geometric mean measure Gfi with respect to the dominating
measure Q is given by
z(Gfi;Q) =
dY
i=1
e¡
R ¢
0 (g
fi(Y i)¡1)dAi c Y
s•¢
gfis (
1¡¢⁄
1¡¢A )
1¡¢Ns
dQ
i=1
gfis (Y
i)¢N
i
s
dP
i=1
gfis (Y
i¢Ai)+gfis (1¡¢⁄)
:
The conditional Hellinger process is deflned similarly to (5.14) with the obvious substitutions
leading to
h´·(P·) =
Z ¢
0
dX
i=1
`´·s (Y
i(¢; ·))dAis +
X
s•¢
`´·s (1¡¢⁄(¢; ·))
and 1¡¢h´·(P·) =
Pd
i=1 g
´·
¡
Y i(¢; ·)¢Ai¢+g´·(1¡¢⁄(¢; ·)): According to the general formula
(5.12), the expression for the Hellinger process hÀ(G) in the present case is as follows:
hÀ(G) =
Z ¢
0
dX
i=1
`Às
‡
g´:(Y i)
1¡¢h´· (P·)
·
dAis +
X
s•¢
`Às
‡
g´: (1¡¢⁄)
1¡¢h´: (P:)
·
:
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